•LOOSE

LEAF

TEA•

All our teas have been selected by Bristol’s Clifton coffee
company and are of finest loose leaf quality. They have been
sourced directly from farmers in china, Taiwan and India.
PLEASE ORDER AT THE BAR • DECAFF AVAIABLE
POT OFF LOOSE LEAF TEA FOR ONE

£1.75

ENGLISH BREAKFAST
A rich full bodied blend of traditional black teas
EARL GREY
A blend of finest Chinese black teas infused with natural bergamot
oil
CHAMOMILE
Naturally caffeine free chamomile flowers, great for relaxing.
RED BERRY AND HIBSCUS
A fruity blend of red berries, elderflower and hibiscus
PEPERMINT
Whole peppermint leaves make up this refreshing infusion
ROOIBOS
Naturally sweet and caffeine free, packed full of antioxidants
SENCHA GREEN
Chinese green tea with a refreshing sweet taste, full of natural
antioxidants
GINGER AND LEMONGRASS
A Spicy and warming herbal tea

•COFFEE•
Our ethically sourced coffee is roasted in Bristol by the Clifton
coffee company. Our house espresso blend is a rainforest alliance
certified blend with notes of sweet toffee, hazelnut and dark
chocolate
All our coffee’s can be made decaf and with soya or skimmed milk
PLEASE ORDER AT THE BAR
ESPRESSO
A double shot as standard using our house blend
AMERICANO
A double shot of house espresso served over hot water
LATTE

£1.75
£1.95
£2.10

A single shot of our house espresso with perfectly texturised milk.
CAPPICHINO
£2.10
Served the traditional way with a double shot of our house espresso and
perfectly texturised dense foam sprinkled with chocolate
FLAT WHITE
£2.15
A double Ristretto shot pulled short to create an intense espresso
through creamy milk with a hint of foam “short and strong”
MOCHA
£2.35
A double shot of our house espresso mixed with a shot of dark chocolate

•HOT

CHOCOLATE•

DARK OR WHITE HOT CHOCOLATE
£2.15
A shot of our delicious dark or white chocolate topped up with
Creamy dense milk. Low fat option available
DELUXE HOT CHOCOLATE
£2.75
As above topped with cream & mini marshmallows
CHILDRENS HOT CHOCOLATE
£1.25
Espresso sized cup of dark hot chocolate topped with cream and
marshmallows
MINT HOT CHOCOLATE
£2.65
A shot of our delicious dark chocolate mixed with a shot of
refreshing mint syrup
ADD CREAM AND MARSHMALLOWS
£3.15

•OTHER

HOT

DRINKS•

SPICED CHAI LATTE
£2.15
Texturised milk with a shot of sweet but spicy chai syrup sprinkled
with cinnamon
HOT STEAMER
£2.15
Texturised milk with a shot of any syrup from bellow
SYRUP SHOTS “ADD ME TO ANY HOT DRINK”
0.50p
Triple sec non alcoholic orange, Spiced Chai, Gingerbread
Spiced Pumpkin, Mint.
SUGAR FREE: Vanilla, Caramel, Amaretto, Hazelnut
EXTRA SHOT OF ESPRESSO
0.30p
BABY CHINO
0.35p

•COLD

DRINKS•

HOMEMADE LEMONADE
BOTTLED WATER
Still or sparkling
BOTTLED DRINKS
INNOCENT SMOOTHIES
ICE CREAM FLOATS
Homemade lemonade or sparkling elderflower
with a scoop of vanilla ice cream
MILKSHAKES
Banana, Vanilla, Chocolate, Strawberry
KIDS ROBINSONS SQUASH
Orange or summer fruits
ICED COFFEE
Double shot of coffee toped up with ice cold milk
ICED MOCCHA
Double shot of coffee with a shot of dark chocolate
toped up with ice cold milk
GLASS OF MILK
Semi skimmed or skimmed

£1.80
£1.00
£1.25
£2.10
£2.00
£1.80
0.25p
£1.80
£2.10
0.75p

